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introduCtion 
Small business marketers face difficult 
challenges. With limited budgets it is an 
ongoing challenge to decide where to focus your 
marketing efforts for the biggest impact. And 
when the results do come in, how do you know  
if your programs are delivering what they  
should be?  

Pitney Bowes developed the 2012 Small Business 
Communications Benchmark Study to give you a 
little more clarity. 

Based on a survey of more than 750 of your 
peers, and supported by data from a variety of 
sources, this study will help you:

•	 compare your use of marketing channels to 
that of your colleagues and competitors

•	 identify areas to strengthen your  
marketing program

In addition to the data, this report presents tips 
and suggestions to help you make the best use  
of each marketing channel and tool covered in 
the survey. 

In all, the study will help you answer the key 
questions on the mind of every small business 
marketer: Am I keeping in step or missing 
opportunities? Do I stay with my existing 
approaches or try something new?

1.0 Survey Highlights 

2.0 The 3 Most Popular Communications 
Channels for Small Businesses

2.1 For primary business communications, 
traditional channels top the list

2.2 Small businesses are active in a variety 
of channels

2.3 Differences in channels vs. size of 
company

2.4 Differences in channels vs. time in 
business 

2.5 Opportunities

3.0 In Depth: Email 

3.1 Email Measurement

3.2 Email List Size

4.0 In Depth: Direct Mail 

5.0 In Depth: Transactional Mail 

6.0 In Depth: QR Codes 

7.0 Marketing Measurement: It is Easier 
Than You Might Think!

8.0 Would You Like to Learn More About 
Improving Your Marketing and Growing 
Your Small Business?

9.0 About the 2012 Small Business 
Marketing Benchmark Survey: Research 
Methodology and Survey Sample 

ContentS
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The 2012 Small Business Communications Benchmarking Survey revealed interesting findings – 
some quite surprising – about how small businesses are getting their messages across to customers. 
Highlights from the survey results includes: 

Continue reading for the detailed findings and to learn how to take advantage of opportunities that 
many small businesses are missing. 

Email is the top choice for small businesses, with 

46% of respondents using it as their primary 
channel for business communication.

Most small businesses do not measure the success 
of their marketing campaigns. An astonishing 

73% of respondents fail to measure their email 
marketing metrics, while 80% fail to measure 
their direct mail or transactional mail metrics. 

Newer channels like social media and QR codes 
aren’t seeing the kind of use that one would expect 
given their relatively low cost and the results they 
can generate. Small businesses who make a move 
into these areas have an opportunity to get ahead of 
competitors who may be lagging behind.

1.0 Survey highlightS
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Figure 1 shows the various channels used by respondents as their primary channel of communication. 
Email is the most used channel, with 46% of respondents using it as their primary channel for 
business communication, followed by phone (22%) and direct mail (11%).

Why iS email the top ChoiCe? 
In a previous survey by Pitney Bowes, small businesses cited ease of use and cost effectiveness as 
their main reasons for using email. Looking beyond primary channels, email, phone and direct mail 
dominate the list, making up the top three for most respondents.  (Figure 1) 

2.1 For primary BuSineSS CommuniCationS traditional ChannelS top the liSt.

Transactional Mail

2.0 the 3 moSt PoPular CommuniCationS 
ChannelS for Small BuSineSSeS  

Figure 1: 2012 Small Business Communications 
Benchmark Study | Pitney Bowes 

Why are Small Businesses Sticking with Email?

Figure 2: 2012 Small Business Communications 
Benchmark Study Pitney Bowes 
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Primary Channel QR Codes Social Media Advertising

Email 2% 15%  13%

Phone 1% 6% 12%

Direct Mail 1% 11%  11%

Transactional Mail 1% 9% 19%

None of These 3% 8% 16%

Advertising 2% 17% --

Figure 3: 2012 Small Business Communications Benchmark Study | Pitney Bowes 

2.2 Small BuSineSSeS are aCtive in a variety oF ChannelS 
What about the other channels? The following table (Figure 3) shows us the proportion of respondents 
who use QR Codes, Social Media and Advertising, broken out by which primary channel they use. 

The results show a healthy diversity in channel use, but it seems that most small businesses are 
keeping the bulk of their communications within traditional channels.

2.3 diFFerenCeS in ChannelS vS. 
Size oF Company 
Breaking down the results by company size, the 
choices of primary channel didn’t vary much 
whether the companies were large or small, but 
there were a few notable exceptions. 

• None of the largest businesses (51-100
employees) listed social media as their
primary channel. The ones who used social
media as their primary channel tended to
be businesses with 10 or fewer employees,
perhaps because of the low cost and ease
of adoption for newer, growing companies.

• Larger businesses use transactional mail
as their main communication channel more
so than their smaller counterparts, perhaps
having more opportunity to do so with a
larger client base.

2.4 diFFerenCeS in ChannelS vS. 
time in BuSineSS 
Again, the length of time in business wasn’t a 
big factor in the use of primary communications 
channels. Exceptions: 

• Of the businesses that use social media
as their primary channel, the highest
proportions were those less than
10 years old.

• This was especially true of businesses less
than one year old.

• None of the businesses 11-15 years
old used social media as their
primary channel.
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2.5 opportunitieS: What ConCluSionS Can 
We draW From theSe reSultS?

SoCial media

The fact that relatively few respondents used 
social media as their primary channel is 
interesting. The growing number of social media 
success stories would steer us away from the 
conclusion that these channels are underused 
because they don’t deliver results. The fact that 
more established businesses are the hold-outs 
suggest it may be a case of marketers “sticking 
to  what they know”.  

Whatever the reason, the fact that many 
businesses are still not using social media 
provides a real opportunity for small businesses 
to reach audiences that their competitors aren’t. 
For those businesses still in doubt about the 
effectiveness of social media, a recent study by 
Network Solutions reveals that more and more 
small businesses are generating a profit from 

Only 17% of small 
businesses currently 
use social media! 

their social media programs2. Other studies 
suggest that it’s just a matter of time before 
small businesses take the full plunge into 
digital channels. A forecast by BIA/Kelsey shows 
that spending on traditional channels by small 
businesses will remain relatively flat from  
2010 - 2015, but in that same time digital 
spending will triple3. 

integrated marketing 
Also significant is the fact that so many 
businesses are concentrated on just a few 
channels. This phenomenon suggests that 
businesses are failing to take advantage of the 
power of integrated marketing campaigns. If 
you are one of those small businesses, you have 
a real opportunity to increase response rates 
and steal a march on your competitors through 
a multi-channel approach.  For example, a 
recent study by Vertical Response shows that 
when social media is used to support an email 
campaign, email open rates increase4. A similar 
result has been seen by National Geographic, 
who see much higher response rates to their 
direct mail when it is combined with emails sent 
before and after5.

intereSted in getting Started With 
multi-Channel CampaignS?
Find out how easy it is to integrate
social media, or add QR codes to your 
direct mail pieces. 

next Steps

http://www.networksolutions.com/smallbusiness/wp-content/files/State_of_Small_Business_Report_Wave_5.pdf?channelid=P99C425S627N0B142A1D38E0000V100
http://www.marketingprofs.com/charts/2011/5855/small-businesses-moving-aggressively-to-online-marketing
http://www.verticalresponse.com/about/press/businesses-that-use-email-marketing-and-social-media-achieve-higher-email-open-rates
http://www.pbsmartessentials.com/marketing-plan/emailmailemail-sandwich-wins%E2%80%A6plus-there%E2%80%99s-more
http://bit.ly/O5wpRp
http://bit.ly/O5wpRp
http://bit.ly/Nl1jQQ
http://bit.ly/Nl1jQQ
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3.0 in dePth: email 
3.1 While email iS the top CommuniCationS Channel For 
Small BuSineSSeS, many Still aren’t taking Full advantage oF it For 
marketing purpoSeS.

The survey respondents 
overwhelmingly indicated that 
email is their most important 
communications channel. 

However, most respondents said that their 
primary reason for using email was for basic 
correspondence related to ongoing business.
Looking at the other ways that small businesses 
use email, we see a wide spectrum. (Figure 4)

Primary Use of Email

Figure 4: 2012 Small Business Communications Benchmark Study | Pitney Bowes 

However, the number using email for marketing 
is still fairly low. Only 40% indicated that they use 
email for marketing and business development, 
with 20% sending out email newsletters and 20% 
using email for customer events.   
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3.2 email meaSurement iS a miSSed 
opportunity For moSt BuSineSSeS

Another surprise finding in the study  
was how few respondents are measuring 
the effectiveness of their email marketing 
program (Figure 5). When asked what 
metrics they collected regarding email 
marketing, an astonishing 73% of small 
businesses indicated that they do not 
measure their open rates, click-through 
rates, response rates and conversion  
to sales.

Figure 5: 2012 Small Business Communications 
Benchmark Study Pitney Bowes 

What is the size of your customer list that you 
regularly send emails to?

Figure 6: 2012 Small Business Communications 
Benchmark Study Pitney Bowes 

3.3 moSt BuSineSSeS have one 
hundred or FeWer SuBSCriBerS in 
their email liSt 
How does your email list compare? 
(Figure 6). Over half of respondents have 
an email list of less than 100 subscribers, 
with the vast majority (86%) having 
a list of less than 1000 subscribers. 
Only 4% had a list with more than 5000 
subscribers. The length of time in 
business was not a factor with respect to 
list size. 

What metrics do you collect 
regarding email marketing?
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3.4 opportunitieS 

Although email is the most popular 
communications channel for small 
businesses, many are not using it to its full 
potential as a marketing tool. 

For small businesses that aren’t yet ready 
for a full-scale email marketing program, 
you still have the opportunity to give your 
transactional emails a marketing touch.  
For example,  in your next set of emails, try 
including links to your website for offers and 
discounts, or to your social media channels 
on Facebook and Twitter. 

If you are one of the small businesses 
who is already using email marketing 
but not analyzing the results, you are 
missing opportunities to get more out of 
your investments of both time and money. 
Dedicated email marketing software has 
become easier to use and less expensive over 
the years, making it an easy choice versus 
sending emails to customers via Outlook 
or regular webmail. Most, if not all email 
marketing software comes with reporting 
tools to let you see exactly who has opened 
your mail and what content and offers they 
responded to. These metrics give you direct, 
quantitative feedback to help you get the 
most out of your email marketing program.

• If you were considering email marketing
software for your small business but
weren’t sure where to start, find out just
how easy it can be in our getting started
with email marketing video.

• Visit our website to learn how pbSmart
Connection™ can help you easily send
newsletters, promotions, and invitations,
complete with full reporting dashboards
to measure results.

next Steps

http://bit.ly/Nl53Sy
http://bit.ly/Nl53Sy
http://bit.ly/Nl5yfp
http://bit.ly/Nl5yfp
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4.1 although many Small 
BuSineSSeS uSe direCt mail For 
marketing or BuSineSS development, 
80% oF them do not meaSure CritiCal 
reSponSe rateS.  

For 11% of respondents, direct 
mail is the primary channel  
of communications. How are 
respondents using it?  As with 

email, the most common use of direct mail is 
for communications related to doing business, 
with 33% using it primarily for invoicing/
accounts receivable. 

For 22% of respondents, the main reason for 
using direct mail was as a business development/

4.0 in dePth: direCt mail 
marketing tool. If we include other reasons 
like customer events, newsletters and product 
information/updates, we see that nearly half of 
the businesses are using direct mail primarily   
as a marketing tool. 

If we include the secondary ways that 
respondents used direct mail, the number 
businesses that use direct mail for marketing 
jumps well above that. (Figure 7). Similar to the 
results we observed with email, very few of the 
respondents reported that they measure the 
success of their direct mail campaigns (Figure 
8), with 80% failing to measure response rates, 
cost per lead, inquiry to lead conversion rates and 
lead to sales conversion rates.

Figure 7: 2012 Small Business Communications Benchmark Study  | Pitney Bowes 

Primary Uses of Direct mail vs. Other Uses of Direct mail
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Previous research from Pitney Bowes6 revealed 
why small businesses use direct mail. The most 
common response was ease of use (40%), proven 
effectiveness with response rate, sales, etc. 
(36%), comfort and knowledge in this area (35%), 
and cost-effectiveness (31%).

4.2 opportunitieS 
The survey results revealed that most small 
businesses are using direct mail for  
marketing purposes. 

The real missed opportunity with direct mail is on 
the measurement side. Many small businesses 
believe that email is easier to track than direct 
mail, but tracking and testing your direct mail 
results doesn’t need to be complicated. You can 
simply add a coupon or coupon code to your 
direct mail campaigns and log the number of 
customers who claim it.

What metrics do you collect
regarding direct mail marketing?

Figure 8: 2012 Small Business Communications 
Benchmark Study Pitney Bowes 

QR codes provide another means to track the 
results of your direct mail marketing efforts.  
With the right QR code software you can see 
real-time metrics on how many recipients 
have scanned the QR code on your direct mail 
pieces, giving you better insight than ever 
before into the effectiveness of your direct 
mail campaigns.

For those not currently using it as a marketing 
tool, think of the added lift you could give your 
digital programs with one more touch-point 
delivered straight into the hands of potential 
customers in a targeted area. 

•	 Learn how QR codes can help you  
track just about any promotional  
material, including direct mail, flyers  
and giveaways.

•	 If you haven’t been using direct mail, or 
if you need an injection of new ideas for 
your campaigns, learn how direct mail 
is reinventing itself to remain one of the 
most powerful tools in the box for small 
business marketers.

•	 If you are ready to start your direct 
mail campaign, click here to use 
pbSmartMarketer™ and get your 
message in the hands of your target 
audience without leaving your office. 

next Steps

http://bit.ly/O9AyF0
http://bit.ly/O9AyF0
http://bit.ly/MgU1zH
http://bit.ly/MgU1zH
http://bit.ly/Nl6NuX
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5.0 in dePth: tranSaCtional mail
5.1 tranSaCtional mail iS a miSSed 
marketing opportunity For moSt 
Small BuSineSSeS.  

By nature, transactional mail 
is primarily used for things 
like invoicing and  account 
receivables – in other words, the 

communications that go along with delivering 
products and services to customers. 

Transactional mail also presents opportunities 
to get in front of your customers on a regular 
basis with marketing and cross-promotional 
messages. Figure 9 looks at some of the other 
ways that respondents use transactional mail. 
Overall, the results show a relatively low adoption 
of transactional mail for promotional purposes, 

with 18% using it for business development/
marketing and 20% using it for product 
information/updates. Similar to email and  
direct mail, 80% of respondents do not collect 
any key metrics about the effectiveness of 
transactional mail. 

What Other Reasons Does Your Company Use 
Transactional Mail to Communicate with Clients?

Figure 9: 2012 Small Business Communications Benchmark Study Pitney Bowes 

the miSSed meaSurement 
opportunity:

A surprising number of small businesses 
are not tracking the results of their 
communications in several key channels. 
This is a big missed opportunity to improve 
campaign performance and better allocate 
marketing spend.
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Respondents not tracking/
measuring channel results.

Only between 4%-7% of respondents collect 
data about the following: lead to sale conversion 
rates, response rates, document accuracy rates 
and document return rates. 

5.2 opportunitieS 

Transactional mail, such as invoices and 
shipping notices, can be a low-cost and highly 
effective marketing tool for small businesses. 
Since transactional mail has a much higher 
open rate than marketing materials, it can do 
double duty by helping you cross-sell or upsell 
customers. For example, a shipping notice can 
suggest other items that a customer may like 
or include a coupon for a discount off their 
next purchase. The best part is that adding 
marketing to your transactional messages 
only requires a marginal extra investment to 
generate added sales.  

•	 Download Transform Your Invoices into 
Marketing Magic, a free guide from  
Pitney Bowes that will show you how to 
use your invoices as a marketing tool that 
helps you get more business from your 
best customers.

•	 Learn how to save time by eliminating 
trips to the post office.  With 
pbSmartPostage you can weigh, address 
and ship all of your packages from your 
office PC.

next Steps

Figure 10: 2012 Small Business Communications 
Benchmark Study Pitney Bowes 

What metrics do you collect regarding
transactional mail marketing?

 As with email and direct mail, tracking the 
results of your transactional mail marketing is 
important to ensure that you are always learning 
and increasing the return. 

Figure 11: 2012 Small Business Communications 
Benchmark Study Pitney Bowes 

http://bit.ly/MgURfF
http://bit.ly/MgURfF
http://bit.ly/MgZ436
http://bit.ly/MgZ436
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6.1 Qr CodeS are not in WideSpread uSe 
yet, But reSpondentS are uSing them, 
do So extenSively.    

Quick Response (QR) codes are 
matrix barcodes that marketers 
attach to ads or swag. Potential 
customers can scan these 

barcodes with their smartphones to access 
promotions and coupons, as well as make 
purchases in real time.

Our survey suggests that QR codes are not 
yet as widely used by small businesses as 
their larger counterparts. Of those who use 
QR codes, most respondents are using them 
to deliver product information, with about a 
quarter of respondents using them for business 
development and marketing (Figure 12). 

In a previous survey by Pitney Bowes, we 
asked small businesses if they plan to use 

6.0 in dePth: Qr CodeS 

The most popular 
choices were 
printed flyers, 
direct mail, email and 
promotional materal.

QR codes during the next 12 months7. Only 4% 
responded “yes”, 44% said “no”, and 52% said 
that they did not know. The top response as to 
why small businesses do not use QR codes is 
that they are too complex, and the business is not 
knowledgeable in that area. 

6.2 opportunitieS 

The relatively low adoption of QR codes gives 
you the opportunity to engage with customers in 
ways that most of your competitors aren’t.  For 
example, imagine a customer searching through 
the yellow pages for a take-out restaurant and 
one of the ads includes a QR code that the 
customer can scan to view the menu and latest 
specials. There’s no question which restaurant 
they will eventually call.  

How are businesses using QR Codes?

62%

24%

15%

Figure 12: 2012 Small Business Communications 
Benchmark Study Pitney Bowes 
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If you are not using QR codes yet, the main 
opportunity for your small business is using 
them to create powerful links between your 
traditional and digital marketing efforts. When 
integrated marketing is done right, it is greater 
than the sum of its parts, with each element 
lifting the other through reinforcement or 
cross-linking.

QR codes also give you the chance to easily 
measure the results of campaigns where 
it would have been difficult or impossible 
previously. For example, adding QR codes 
to your direct mail pieces has become a 
straightforward exercise, with little or no 
additional costs over standard direct mail. 
Instead of asking every customer where they 
heard about your promotion, you can log into 
your QR code software to see exactly how many 
responded to your direct mail offer.

• If you are one of the small business who
is unfamiliar with QR codes, find out
everything you need to know in our free
paper: A Practical Guide to QR Codes
for the Small Business Marketer, and
learn how QR codes can help you engage
customers and grow your small business.

• Get started now with the FREE version of
pbSmart Codes™ Basic.

next Steps

http://bit.ly/Lbw26Q
http://bit.ly/Lbw26Q
http://www.pbsmartessentials.com/pbsmartcodes/
http://www.pbsmartessentials.com/pbsmartcodes/
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A surprise finding of the survey was how many 
small businesses aren’t measuring and analyzing 
the results of their marketing initiatives. Whether 
this is due to time constraints or the belief 
that measurement is too difficult or costly, the 
situation presents an opportunity for many small 
businesses to improve ROI. 

Measuring the results of your campaigns  
ensures that your future spend is both efficient 
and effective: you’ll know which programs aren’t 
delivering and need to be cut, and which ones 
need adjusting to deliver maximum return  
on investment. 

For those small businesses who aren’t  
measuring and analyzing their results today,  
the good news is that it is easier and less costly 
than you might think. 

Here are a few resources to help you develop an 
effective marketing measurement program: 

•	 How Do I Measure the Success of              
My Marketing?

•	 Using marketing dashboards                      
for measurement

•	 Use web analytics to improve                   
your marketing

•	 Tracking social media marketing            
with HootSuite

•	 ROI calculator to help you measure          
the results of your direct mail       
marketing campaigns

7.0 marketing meaSurement: it iS eaSier 
than you might think!

http://bit.ly/MqLXgW
http://bit.ly/MqLXgW
http://bit.ly/LeIXzK
http://bit.ly/LeIXzK
http://bit.ly/Mh0SsL
http://bit.ly/Mh0SsL
http://bit.ly/LeJD8e
http://bit.ly/LeJD8e
http://www.pbsmartessentials.com/marketing-plan/guide-to-using-hootsuite/
http://bit.ly/MqN2W5
http://bit.ly/MqN2W5
http://bit.ly/MqN2W5
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The survey results revealed that many small 
businesses are failing to taking full advantage 
of key communications channels such as email, 
direct mail and QR codes – especially when it 
comes to using these channels for business 
development and tracking campaign results. 
However, using these channels effectively can 
help you stand out from your competitors and 
grow your business. 

8.0 Would you like to learn more aBout 
imProving your marketing and 
groWing your Small BuSineSS?

9.0 aBout the 2012 Small BuSineSS  
marketing BenChmark Survey: reSearCh 
methodology and Survey SamPle

Respondents completed 756 surveys. The 
respondents were self-selected from a general 
invite that Pitney Bowes sent to a list of its small 
business clients.  

The respondents were from small businesses 
(maximum 100 employees) and located in the 
United States and Puerto Rico. 

The survey was conducted online via SurveyGizmo. 
Data collection occurred during April 2012. 
Participants received a $5 Starbucks card as an 
honorarium to take part. 

To learn more about how to improve your 
marketing and acquire more customers, 
visit us at www.pbsmartessentials.com.

http://www.pbsmartessentials.com
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The majority of respondents were established 
companies; more than 50% have been in 
business for more than 15 years, and 86% have 
been in business for more than six years 
 (Figure 13). 

Although the offer to participate in the survey 
was extended to companies of up to one hundred 
employees, the majority of respondents were 
from very small businesses. In fact, 33% of the 
respondents were from businesses that employ 
two to five people, and 81% employed less than 
20 people (Figure 14).

1 Pitney Bowes Survey 2011

2 “The State of Small Business Report: January 2011 Survey of 
Small Business Success”, Network Solutions, February 9, 2011.

3 “Small Businesses Moving Aggressively to Online Marketing”, 
Marketing Profs, September 6, 2011.

4  “Businesses That Use Email Marketing And Social 
Media Achieve 28% Higher Email Open Rates, According To 
VerticalResponse User Data”, Vertical Response, March 1, 2012.

5 “Email+Mail+Email Sandwich Wins…Plus There’s More”, 
pbSmart™ Essentials, September 16, 2011.

6 Pitney Bowes Survey 2011

7 Ibid.

Figure 14: 2012 Small Business Communications 
Benchmark Study | Pitney Bowes 

For more information about the 2012 
Small Business Communications 
Benchmark Survey, contact us at 

pbsmartessentials@pb.com. How many people does your
company or organization employ?

Figure 13: 2012 Small Business Communications 
Benchmark Study | Pitney Bowes 

For how long have you been
operating your small business?

http://www.networksolutions.com/smallbusiness/wp-content/files/State_of_Small_Business_Report_Wave_5.pdf?channelid=P99C425S627N0B142A1D38E0000V100
http://www.networksolutions.com/smallbusiness/wp-content/files/State_of_Small_Business_Report_Wave_5.pdf?channelid=P99C425S627N0B142A1D38E0000V100
http://www.marketingprofs.com/charts/2011/5855/small-businesses-moving-aggressively-to-online-marketing
http://www.marketingprofs.com/charts/2011/5855/small-businesses-moving-aggressively-to-online-marketing
http://www.verticalresponse.com/about/press/businesses-that-use-email-marketing-and-social-media-achieve-higher-email-open-rates
http://www.verticalresponse.com/about/press/businesses-that-use-email-marketing-and-social-media-achieve-higher-email-open-rates
http://www.verticalresponse.com/about/press/businesses-that-use-email-marketing-and-social-media-achieve-higher-email-open-rates
http://www.pbsmartessentials.com/marketing-plan/emailmailemail-sandwich-wins%E2%80%A6plus-there%E2%80%99s-more/
http://www.pbsmartessentials.com/marketing-plan/emailmailemail-sandwich-wins%E2%80%A6plus-there%E2%80%99s-more/
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